If then epidemiological inquiries are from their very nature the very reverse of being simple and easy, it is obviously the more incumbent that the method adopted in exploring and interpreting the occurrences and questions with which they deal be such as invariably to insure the greatest amount of probability at least, if complete certitude is not always attainable. There is but one method of scientific research that can be successfully used in our endeavours to explain the phenomena taking place around us in all other departments of natural knowledge, and that, it is well known, is the slow but certain one of inductive investigation. What, therefore, has been the instrument of achieving such remarkable and often unlooked-for successes in their case, may reasonably be expected to lead to equally valuable results in respect of epidemiology, if we will but be content to submit to its requirements and to obey its precepts.
A good deal of misconception often exists as to the exact meaning of the term 'induction' and of what it exacts at the hand of the student. As used by Bacon and his disciples, it is not equivalent to ' inference/ as is sometimes imagined, and as, indeed, the Trench employ the word; and it must be carefully distinguished from mere ' deduction/ In the inductive process, to be rightly pursued, three acts or steps have to be gone through. There is first the collection of a number of facts or instances, which have been carefully observed and accurately recorded. All data before being accepted must be thoroughly authenticated, and free from doubt; they must, moreover, be duly circumstantial and detailed. The bare register of phenomena or events without any notice of the attendant conditions is rarely of much use; while uncertified, or partly conjectural, statements respecting them are generally worthless, and oftener mislead than 
